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Short communication

Genetic nomenclature for Trypanosoma and Leishmania
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1. Introduction
The increasing availability of kinetoplastid gene
sequences and mutants, combined with the wide
use of genetic manipulation to create progressively more complex strains, has made the development of a unified genetic nomenclature
imperative. We suggest here the use of nomenclature adapted from that accepted for the yeast
Saccharomyces cere6isiae [1]. Yeast has been chosen as a basis for three main reasons: First, appropriate nomenclature for nearly all operations
performed in kinetoplastids is already in place.
Second, it is the only eucaryote for which the
complete genomic sequence is available, and the
function of these genes is being determined by a
large number of laboratories. Yeast is therefore
likely to be a major source of sequence information indicating the possible function of new kinetoplastid genes. Third, the complementation of S.
cere6isiae mutants is being increasingly used as a
way to confirm kinetoplastid gene function.
The most important aspects of the proposed
nomenclature system are listed below.

2. Basic priciples
1. Wild-type genes are in italicised upper case,
3 –6 letters e.g. DHFRTS (see below for more
details) [2]. A gene is assumed wild-type unless
there is evidence to the contrary. The reference
wild-type sequences will ultimately be those of
the genome-project strains.
2. If several functional alleles must be distinguished, these are designated by hyphenated
numbers, e.g. DHFRTS-1, DHFRTS-2, etc. It
follows that the basic gene name should preferably not include hyphens.
3. Multiple related but non-identical genes can be
named with added letters or numbers, without
hyphenation, e.g. PGKA, PGKB, PGKC,
THT1, THT2 [3,4].

4. The nature of the source organism can, if
necessary within a discussion comparing species
or sub-species, be indicated by a prefix. For
example, LmjDHFRTS and LmxDHFRTS
could distinguish the L. major and L. mexicana
DHFRTS genes.
5. RNA products have the same (italicised) designations as the corresponding genes e.g.
DHFRTS RNA.
6. Protein products have the same designations as
the corresponding genes but are not italicised,
e.g. PGKA, LmxDHFRTS. (The species prefix,
when it has to be used, would be italicised as
usual.)
7. Promoters are denoted by subscript, e.g. PRRNA
for ribosomal RNA promoter.

3. Designation of mutations
1. Mutant versions of genes, RNAs and proteins
are shown in lower case, e.g. the dhfrts-3
mutant gene would encode the dhfrts-3 protein.
(Note that this is true even when the mutation
is dominant for a particular phenotype.)
2. Deletions can be designated by D, e.g.Ddhfrts.
This symbol implies that most or all of the gene,
and certainly all functions of the encoded RNA
or protein, are gone. Small deletions can be
designated as mutants (point 2) and described
separately.
3. Diploidy is indicated using /. For example, a
strain with a deletion of one DHFRTS gene
would be Ddhfrts/DHFRTS; a strain with one
mutant copy and one wild-type copy could be
dhfrts-3 /DHFRTS. A triploid might be
Ddhfrts/Ddhfrts/DHFRTS.

4. Genetic manipulation
1. Gene replacements are indicated by a double
colon (the standard indication of a double-
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strand break and reunion). For example, a
strain in which one copy of the entire DHFRTS
coding region had been replaced by the
neomycin phosphotransferase gene NEO, and
the other by the hygromycin resistance gene
HYG, would be Ddhfrts::NEO/Ddhfrts::HYG.
2. Insertional inactivations can be denoted by ..
For example, placing NEO into the middle of
the DHFR gene would give .dhfrts::NEO.
3. Fusion proteins-in 5% 3% order, for example
DHFRTS::GFP is a fusion of GFP (at the
C-terminus) with DHFR (at the N-terminus).
4. Extrachromosomal elements and episomes (i.e.
anything with non-mendelian inheritance) are
in square parentheses, e.g. a strain with [pX
HYG GFP] would carry a pX-based plasmid [5]
expressing hygromycin resistance and the green
fluorescent protein. The presence of a high copy
number could, if important, be indicated by a
subscript e.g. [pX HYG GFP]85.
5. Other characteristics can be added as superscripts, e.g. GFP Ti for a tetracycline-inducible
GFP gene.
As an example, we could take a wholly fictitious
L. major strain with the following genotype: TETR
BLE
TbPEX11 Ti
HYGDpex11::NEO/
Dpex11::NEO [pX GFP PAC]20
This would carry
1. the procaryotic tetracycline repressor TETR
[6];
2. BLE
(phleomycin/bleomycin
resistance
marker);
3. a tetracycline-inducible copy of the T. brucei
homologue of the yeast PEX11 gene,
TbPEX11 ;
4. HYG;
5. a complete homozygous knockout of the endogenous PEX11 locus made using the NEO
marker;
6. copies of a pX-based episome encoding green
fluorescent protein and the PAC (puromycin
resistance) marker.

5. Unresolved issues
Insertions between existing genes that do not
cause a deletion. If it is imperative to show the site
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of integration of a gene, it might be indicated by
leaving the targeted site in upper case e.g. for an
integration of NEO in the tubulin locus,
TUB::NEO. This is probably best avoided if possible as it could cause confusion!
Linkage of two integrated genes (for example,
insertion of a plasmid containing GFP and HYG
into the tubulin locus). Indistiguishable copies
within tandem arrays pose a problem, especially as
copy numbers may vary between strains and even
between chromosome homologues. If numbering
becomes essential a solution may be to use the
cross-hatch symbol c , e.g. SLRNAc 3 for the
third gene in the array.
Nomenclature to distinguish the multiple VSG
expression sites and the genes they contain is
outside the scope of this communication.

6. Choosing names for genes
Gene names are groups of three to six letters
without any interruptions, if possible an abbreviation of the name of encoded protein or RNA.
Ultimately it will be necessary to generate and
maintain standardised lists of known genes and
their names in salivarian trypanosomes and Leishmania as part of the central parasite genome
database. In the meantime, if a homologous gene
has already been characterised in another trypanosomatid, the same abbreviation should be
adopted if possible. Also, if the function of the
gene product has been demonstrated, and if there
is a functional homologue in Saccharomyces, the
use of the Saccharomyces abbreviation is preferred
unless this has already been used for a different
trypanosomatid gene. In many cases judgements
on whether or not a gene can be accepted as a
homologue will be made independently by the
referees of corresponding manuscripts. The majority of published kinetoplastid gene and protein
names already either conform with this nomenclature system or can adapted with minimal alteration. Sometimes re-naming will be necessary,
because homologues or functions have been identified, or to conform with new standardised
nomenclature systems. It is hoped that any conflicts which arise between laboratories can be re-
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solved privately by the researchers involved. An
example of a gene registration system, as well as
lists of all currently-known S. cere6isae genes, can
be accessed at the yeast genome database: http://
genome-www.stanford.edu/Saccharomyces/. Another possible scource of help is [7]. The parasite
genome web site is accessible via the Worldwide
Web at http://www.ebi.ac.uk/parasites/parasitegenome.html.

7. Conclusion and acknowledgements
This system was discussed at a workshop at the
Woods Hole Molecular Parasitology meeting
(Massachusetts, USA) in September 1996 and
again at a WHO-sponsored workshop for the T.
brucei and Leishmania genome projects (Arcachon, France) in April 1998. We hope it will be
useful and enjoy broad acceptance.

.
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